Nick Yeats
Parks and Open Spaces Manager
Southampton City Council
13 September 2016
Dear Mr Yeats
The Little Common
1. As Vice Chairman of the Highfield Residents’ Association I attended the site
visit on 25th August with you, other SCC officers and members of various
local groups with an interest in the Little Common (LC). A note of that
meeting is attached – please let me know if you have any comments.
2. As you know the HRA and its volunteer sub-group, Common Sense, has
had a long and intimate relationship with the LC. The site meeting raised a
number of questions which the HRA has considered and on which your
response is requested. The HRA’s interest here is quite separate from the
developing interest of the new Southampton Common Forum, though no
doubt the Forum will wish to consider the issues raised at an early point.
Background
3. The HRA has for the last 8 years been actively involved in the restoration of
the openness of parts of the LC to return them back to how they were 25
years ago. The HRA and others have funded professional tree work and
organised – through the sub-group Common Sense – many hours of
volunteer work. This has all been in accordance with the Little Common
Action Plan (LCAP) that was initially agreed by senior management (then
Lin Hand under Jon Dyer-Slade – see email 09.10.08 reproduced below)
and subsequently successively updated, with management kept informed
of every update. So far as we are aware at no point has SCC expressed
disagreement with any part of the LCAP, the first and updated versions of
which are reproduced below. The LCAP proposals closely conform to SCC’s
1992 draft Management Plan (DMP) for the Common (extract below) of
which we are unaware of any subsequent detailed policy update by SCC.
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4. The LCAP proposed, inter alia, the clearance of the hawthorn hedge planted
(unlawfully) at Council expense by SCC staff along much of Highfield Road
in the 1990s and in 2007 and of the 20-25 years of overgrowth of the
areas behind, including opposite the Avenue Campus and around and north
of the ancient oaks opposite Kingfisher Court. This was carried out during
the winters of 2008-2015 by a community funded professional tree gang
together with much painstaking volunteer effort. 20-25 year-old hollies
and other species were felled and vast amounts of cuttings removed by
hand and the ground restored to a state whereby it could thereafter again
be maintained by machine as mown grass. That entailed removal of low
branches and meticulous clearance of ground obstructions that could
damage grass cutting machinery, including extensive stump grinding.
5. This was all done drawing on limited SCC resources, viz:
a) the time of Simon Buston, Jon Dyer-Slade’s appointed officer to work
with HRA/Common Sense, being appraised of and checking on the
programme of works at each stage; and
b) once the volunteer clearance was completed, SCC staff following up
with the flailer and then the first comprehensive small mower cut in
2015 of the regenerating grass, undertaken by Simon Buston
personally.
6. The LCAP also showed the Carriage Drive as being maintained, as it always
had been before the clearance of trees from the ditches in January 2010,
as a wide open grass ride (see DMP) with, instead of trees, some low
gorse/heathland species confined to the ditches themselves.
Current position
7. However, those on the site visit observed that:
a) the area opposite the Avenue Campus this summer is again
becoming overgrown, with some large areas remaining entirely
uncut and elsewhere such a wide berth being given around the
trees that large clumps of tall vegetation had become well
established; and that this seriously erodes the previously restored
openness of park grassland under trees;
b) most of the Carriage Drive south of Highfield Avenue is now
totally overgrown with large gorse, with the path reduced to a
narrow (uncomfortable) slot, following the withdrawal of ground
maintenance after the ditch clearance in 2010;
c) the Carriage Drive just south of Highfield Avenue and nearby
woodland edges have, for the first time in living memory, this
summer been left to grow long rather than being kept as
regularly cut amenity grassland.
All three situations are at odds with the LCAP and DMP.
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8. You indicated at the site visit that in relation to (a) the area would now be
comprehensively mown as close to trees as possible – however no
timescale for the catch-up or assurance that the required standard would
thereafter be continuously maintained were given. We would therefore
appreciate your clear commitment on both these counts.
9. In relation to (b), at the site visit you first announced your decision that
the Carriage Drive is to remain as gorse (albeit trimmed and the path
cleared with a 1m verge each side). This came as a complete surprise,
particularly given a number of (unanswered) requests to you from Common
Sense for it to be restored to amenity grassland, as per existing policy in
the LCAP and DMP and as explicitly promised by SCC prior to the ditch
clearance works (see email 09.10.08 below). You offered no reason for
this change of policy. Given the HRA’s long-standing close involvement with
the LC, some consultation might have been appropriate. As it happens,
the HRA was already preparing for the local ward Councillors a submission
for the Small Project bids, including complete restoration of the Carriage
Drive (copy attached). Clearly, current plans and the HRA’s views are at
odds with your intentions for the Carriage Drive. It would be appreciated if
you would explain the thinking behind your decision and how the HRA
might appeal it if unconvinced by your reasoning.
10.In relation to (c), you mentioned the Higher Level Subsidy (HLS) as the
reason for grass being left to grow long. We understand that this central
government funding is primarily to compensate farmers for farming land
less intensively to encourage greater biodiversity in the countryside.
Providing a subsidy to an urban council to stop cutting amenity grass in
areas whose primary function is recreation is on the face of it a misuse of
public resources given that the outcome conflicts with the community need
for recreational space. Would you please therefore explain how this
subsidy regime is applied in open spaces in Southampton and on the LC in
particular.
11.Again, given the HRA’s involvement in returning this area to openness
suitable for recreation, some consultation would have been appropriate
before the maintenance regime was altered; there was much volunteer
effort over the last two winters on clearance ready for this area to be
maintained as amenity grassland in accordance with the LCAP and DMP.
This volunteer effort has now effectively been put to nought; we therefore
ask that the area be returned to amenity grassland, as per existing plans,
no later than the next cut of adjacent areas.
12.On behalf of all the many HRA/Common Sense volunteers, who have spent
so much time and effort over many years, it must be emphasised how
dispiriting it is for them to see their work to restore a more open Little
Common in effect countermanded with no consultation by inadequate
follow-up grass-cutting maintenance in (a) – (c) identified above.
SCC’s underlying intentions
13.Your reason for withdrawing regular maintenance from parts of the LC (and
many areas of the main Common) is not clear to us. It cannot solely be
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due to lack of resources, because maintenance was being withdrawn well
before the recent financial tightening – as demonstrated by the loss of park
grassland and impenetrable overgrowth to the west of the southern and
northern ends of Highfield Road in the 1990s and 2000s.
14. If the purpose is to promote biodiversity with the consequence that
recreational potential is reduced then this is perplexing, as the LCAP
indicates only a small proportion of the total LC south of Highfield Avenue
to be predominantly amenity grassland; it shows the vast majority to be
undisturbed woodland or recent woodland subject to heathland restoration.
15.Furthermore such promotion of biodiversity appears to contravene primary
legislation. The Southampton Marsh Improvement Act 1844, which transferred ownership of The Common to the City Council, requires it to be used
solely for recreation and commoning. Later legislation, such as the 1857
Environmental Health and the 1906 Public Open Space Acts, supports The
Common’s primary role as recreation. That position is unaffected by the
Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006. Although oft misquoted as placing a duty on local authorities to promote biodiversity (as in
the email, below), s40 in fact requires local authorities to have regard to
conservation of biodiversity when carrying out their functions, in so far as
that is consistent with the proper discharge of those functions. Biodiversity
has thus to be conserved, not promoted, and then not when it would
frustrate the primary function of The Common - recreation. Please could
you confirm whether this is SCC’s understanding of the legal position.
Conclusion
16.As you will by now appreciate, the HRA is very concerned about a number
of aspects of SCC’s current management of the LC. We would therefore
welcome an early response to the issues raised in this letter, some of which
are of generic relevance and may therefore be of interest also at the
forthcoming SCF on 27 September.
Yours sincerely

Jerry Gillen
Vice Chairman
Enclosures/attachments:
1. Note of Site Visit 25/08/16
2. Portswood Ward Councillors’ Small Projects Bid, August 2016
Copies for information to:
Attendees of the site visit; other Portswood Ward Councillors; other SCAPPS
committee members; other SCF working group members; others on Common Sense
volunteer working party distribution list.
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[HTML format]
From: Hand, Lin [Lin.Hand@southampton.gov.uk]
Sent: 09 October 2008 12:58
To: Williams, Phil (Cllr); Capozzoli, Vincenzo (Cllr); Baston, Jill (Cllr); Sollitt, Steve
(Cllr); Cooke, Edwina (Cllr); Dean, Matthew (Cllr); Matthews, Terence (Cllr); Samuels,
Alec (Cllr); Hannides, John (Cllr); Mizon, Elizabeth (Cllr)
Cc: Dyer-Slade, Jon; Welch, Andy; Kingswell, Ian; Common Sense
Subject: Southampton Common - winter work 2008/9
Dear Councillor,
I would like to invite you to our public guided walk around The Common to explain this year's winter
programme. It will be on Friday 17th October starting 3pm from The Hawthorns with light
refreshments following and a repeated walk at 6pm if people want it. I am aware that this date
might not be convenient for you and therefore extend my invitation to a separate walk at any
mutually convenient time. The following text explains the major work planned - this is following long
consultation with local residents and I hope will have your support and backing. I will be sending
this invitation to our Caring For The Common Email list in the next day or two with additional
invitation to the next volunteer task day with Commonsense and a link to the group itself for
Highfield residents who wish to get involved (as cc above).
Please contact me for any further information.
Yours sincerely,
Lin

BIG CHANGES ON LITTLE COMMON
Each winter we undertake important conservation and maintenance
work on Southampton Common to improve it for users and wildlife.
This is so that we can ensure that this special place can be enjoyed by
future generations at least as much as we do now.
This winter the most significant changes will occur on the east side of The Avenue
in the area bounded by Highfield Road and Highfield Avenue – known as “Little
Common” by local residents.
Little Common is recognised in Southampton Common’s 20 year Management
Plan as important for its ditches and scrub as well as amenity value. During the
Second World War the area was used for military camps and, following this the
buildings were used by a school. The buildings were removed in the late
1960s/early 1970s leaving an area that was quite open, apart from adjacent to The
Avenue and the ancient woodland at either end. In the absence of major
conservation work since this time, the ditches and scrub have become overgrown
and other areas were allowed to develop to compensate.
Two years ago work started to open up the main ditch to allow sunlight back in and
pedestrian access along it. Last winter the residents at the Highfield Residents’
Association expressed their approval of that work but dislike of the newer scrub,
(particularly the boundary hedge that was grown over the past 15 years to prevent
the ability of antisocial/criminal elements escaping quickly onto The Common and
illegal vehicular access) and said they would prefer to see the area near their
houses as more open due to their perceptions of safety and amenity. A subgroup
– Commonsense -was formed to campaign for change and developed into a
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partnership group, meeting with The Common Manager and other officers to come
up with an action plan that satisfied the residents’ major desires whilst not
breaking biodiversity legislation. This area is adjacent to the main part of
Southampton Common, which is a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), with
SSSI legislation applying to the whole site. The area is also a Site of Importance
for Nature Conservation (SINC) in its own right and Southampton City Council is
required to improve biodiversity under both designations.
After many discussions (with constant reference back to residents and legislation)
the attached action plan was agreed. The major work this winter will be to reinstate
the historic Carriage Drive. Lack of action here has allowed the drainage ditches to
become clogged, with scrub and some trees actually growing in them, and the tree
canopy to cover the Drive. This, together with heavy use, has led to the carriage
drive being very muddy much of the year. The plan is therefore to totally clear the
ditches. As well as restoring the Carriage Drive as a Victorian feature, this will
improve the surface in three ways. Removing the canopy will allow sun to reach it
and grass to grow, removing high side vegetation will allow breezes to dry the
surface and restoring the ditches will enable them, once again, to drain the drive.
As with all such works, the initial effect will be quite dramatic but, by the growing
season should look good. Work will also begin on removing the scrub on the
boundary bank – all bramble will be cut down and a start made on removal of
other hedge plants. Ensuing years will see all but a few individual trees removed
from the boundary bank and the scrub gradually pushed back towards the Drive
and main ditch as compensating scrub develops and wildlife can move into it.

Dr Lin Hand
Natural Environment Manager
Southampton City Council
The Hawthorns
The Common
SOUTHAMPTON
SO15 7NN

Tel: 023 8067 1921
Fax: 023 8067 6859
Email: lin.hand@southampton.gov.uk

This E-Mail is intended for the addressee only. If you are not the intended recipient, please be
aware that the unauthorised use or disclosure of the information it contains, or the unauthorised
copying or re-transmission of the E-Mail are strictly prohibited. Such action may result in legal
proceedings. If the E-Mail has been sent to you in error, please accept our apologies, advise the
sender as soon as possible and then delete the message. Under the Freedom of Information Act
2000 / Data Protection Act 1998, the contents of this email, whether it is marked confidential or
otherwise, may be disclosed. No employee, Councillor or agent is authorised to conclude by email
any binding agreement with another party on behalf of Southampton City Council. The Council
does not accept service by e-mail of court proceedings, other processes or formal notices of any
kind without specific prior written agreement. E-mails to and from Southampton City Council may
be monitored in accordance with the law.
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